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Multiphoton Ionization of the Delta-Function Atom

By D.Robustelli, D.Saladin and G.Scharf

Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Zürich
Winterthurerstr. 190. CH-8057 Zürich. Switzerland

(3.VI.1996)

Abstract. We study the one-dimensional and three-dimensional delta-function atom in an electric
field with sinusoidal time dependence. Using the exact continuum states of the one-dimensional
model we calculate the spectra of the photoelectrons. The spectra show a series of very high
and sharp multiphoton peaks. The pondeiomotive shift of these peaks is analysed. The three-
dimensional problem is reduced to an integio-differential equation in time which can be converted

into a Volterra integral equation. The latter is well suited for functional analytic discussion and

numerical solution.

1 Introduction

The one-electron atom with an attractive delta-potential is ridiculously simple compared
with real atoms, where the work of Walter Hunziker is relevant. Nevertheless, the ridiculous
atom has a real counterpart, namely a negative ion such as H~, where the electron is weakly
bound by a short-range potential. If the ô-function atom is put into an electric field with
sinusoidal time dependence (frequency w), it shows a surprisingly rich dynamics. This
is illustrated in fig.l where the ionization probability P of the one-dimensional model is

shown as a function of the field strength p. the latter is measured in terms of the so-called
ponderomotive energy

The model has a long history which starts with a paper by Geltman [1] in 1977.

Most accurate results for the ionization probability in the one-dimensional case can be
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found in [2] from which fig.l is taken and where further references are given. In the
following we complete these previous calculations by computing the energy spectra of the

photoelectron. Earlier results for the spectra [3] suffer from an obvious drawback: One
has not used the exact continuum states of the delta-function atom, but, instead, Volkov
states which were Gram-Schmidt orthogonalized with respect to the ground state of the
delta-function atom. This procedure which was suggested by Faisal et al. [4] does not have

a quantum mechanical justification, because those continuum states are not eigenstates of
a physical observable. For this reason we have computed the electron spectra by projecting
on the exact continuum states of the delta-function atom.
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Fig.l Ionization probability P as a function of p2/2tAi for u>n/u; 10 after 10 optical
cycles.

In section 3 we consider the three-dimensional model. In this case the delta-potential
must be modified by a derivative in order to get a well defined self-adjoint Hamiltonian.
The problem can then be reduced to an integro-differential equation in time with weakly
singular kernel. In deriving this equation we observe that the three-dimensional point
interaction is no longer spherically symmetric in the presence of the electric field, but
gets a directional dependence. The integro-differential equation is then converted into a
Volterra integral equation of a similar form as in the one-dimensional case. This equation
was discussed by Guidotti and Hieber [13] in the Banach space of continuous functions
(in time) and global existence and uniqueness of the solution was established. Numerical
calculations of the ionization probability are in progress.
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2 Electron Spectra for the One-Dimensional Model

In this section we study the motion of an electron in an attractive one-dimensional 6-

function potential subject to an external sinusoidal electric field:

H(t) H0 + Hi(t) (2.1)

where
H0 =p2/2m-a6(x) (2.2)

with q > 0, and

Hi(t) E(t)x -px cos ut. (2.3)

We use units so that h /2m — 1 a. Then H0 has a unique bound state

^o(.r) c-|r|/2/v/2 (2.4)

with binding energy E — u-'o —1/4. which we take as initial state at t 0. The
continuum states of Ho are best obtained by means of scattering theory on the line [5].
One defines Jost solutions

H0f±(k.x) k2f±(k,x) (2.5)

by their asymptotic behaviour

f±~e±ikt, x^Acc. (2.6)

They are given by

ikx, if a- > Ü

f+(k,x)= { f. i_\ ,kx _ i _lkz (2.7)(l + £r)eikx - ^e-ikx for x < 0

1 e-'kA for x <
f.(k,x)={ 2'*v ' V" ' 2ikT ' ""^° (2.8)

< 0

and

T{k) eh (2-9)

is the transmission coefficient. The spectral decomposition of H0 now assumes the following
form [5]

+ 00

6(x y) h j dk\nk)\2[f+(k,yYf+(k,x)A

+fAk.yyfAk.x)} + 4>0(y)Mx)- (2.10)

This is the basis for calculating the electron spectrum.
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To solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for H(t), we use the fact that the

propagator (Green's function) Ut corresponding to

K0(t) -d2/dx2 + E(t)x (2.11)

is explicitly known [6]. It is the solution of

ijUt K0(t)Ut (2.12)

with Uo 1. Following [6] one makes the following product ansatz

Ut e-'"We-Mt)re-ic(t)pe-itp\ (2 13)

It is straightforward to show that (2.12) is satisfied by choosing a(t) b(t) and c(t) as follows

t t

b(t)= E(s)ds, a(t) f b(s)2 ds (2.14)

c(t) -2J b(s)ds. (2.15)

The propagator (2.13) is usually called Volkov propagator [7]. Taking into account (2.12),
we see that the Schrödinger equation

i~ (K0(t) - 6)ip (2.16)

is equivalent to the following integral equation (Duhamel formula)

ipt U(t, 0)t/'o + i J U(t, s) 61/>, ds (2.17)

0

where U(t,s) UtU~l. Using (2.14-15) it is easy to express U as an integral operator

oo
/ \ -i[b(t)z + n/4] r r /. \_ 12

(U(t,s)ip)(x) e—C«-') / dyiP(y)e^yexpi[C(t>*l ±Vi (2.18)
v l \/4it(t - s) J 4(t - s)

— OO

where a(t,s)d= a(t) - a(s), c(t,s)d= c(t) - c(s). (2.19)

Taking as initial condition ipo(x) e~'r'/2/v2. we see that due to the delta function
in (2.17), only the value of xp3 at x 0 contributes at the r.h.s of (2.17). Let us introduce
the function

*(t)d= \/2iPt(0)e'a{t) *(0) 1. (2.20)
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Setting, then, x 0 in (2.18), we get the following (weakly) singular Volterra equation for
$ :

t

liujQ t j $(s) c(t,sf

0

<!>(/; .e,c[t)2luw(t)+ \/— /rfs ;/'--'- ^l"^--';. ':,:)1
v/r-s 4(t - s

o

where \fi exp[i7r/4]. Note that c(0) 0 and the existence of c(0) imply that

c2(t) c(t,s)2
nm lim
(—0 t a — t t — s

Hence 1/\/t — s is the only singularity in (2.21). Above,

w(t)= l-[w(z+(t))+w(z_(t))}, (2.22)

where

z±(t) y/vtUy/^A ^V and (2.23)

w(z) e-:\.Ac(-iz) (2.24)

is the complex error function [8].

Let $ denote the unique [9] solution of (2.21), then the wave function at time t is

obtained from (2.17)

Ux) ft(x) + 4=e-""»"-'W [ds -Mi
V47T J y/t - S

0

xexp(^—^[x-c(<,s)]2). (2.25)

f,(x) (2^)-1/2c-'6(0x Y, idz «cp(-vW)
± 0

xexpK;±^)1 (2-2C)

OC

b(t) j E(s)ds --sinwi (2.27)

o

c(t,s) -2 (b(s')ds' (2.28)

He
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and Vs(0) is the solution of the Volterra integral equation (5) specialized to x 0. The
latter is solved numerically by the methods described in ref.[2]. The numerical error in the
code is under complete control.

The scalar products
+ 00

a±(k)= J dyf±(k.y)'iPt(y) (2-29)

— oo

can be analytically calculated from (2.7. 8) and (2.25). The calculation is lengthy but
straightforward and leads to the following result:

a±(k) J'1' + 42) ± Jj(3) ± J<3) (2.30)

whe

Ji2' i
72

3 - l+4fc2 {2-àl)

t

f ds$(s)exp(i((s-t)k2^ic(s)k) (2.32)

^ —r )^(s)Yj±Em±m^-\exp{-
1 4k\TiJ V v \/Mf - s) ' ik2(t-s)±ikc(s)} (2.33)

o

t

j'3, -^ [ds $(«) Y ±e(c{s)* 2k{t =ji)exp[-ik2(t -s)± ikc(s)} (2.34)
4k\/i J +

v \/2n(t - s) I
0 ar v

Here
z

E(z) C(z)AiS(:)d= [ dt exp^irt2] (2.35)

0

is the complex Fresnel integral [8]. The final time t has been chosen to be a multiple of
the period of the electric field, so that b(t) 0 c(t).

Now we w:ant to discuss the main features of the resulting photoelectron probability
distributions

P(k)=\a+(k)\2 + \aAk)\2- (2.36)

We always plot this as a function of the energy E k2. In fig.2 a typical spectrum is

shown. Although the qualitative picture of the equidistant multiphoton peaks agrees with
the previously published spectra [3], there is a great quantitative difference: Our peaks
are about a hundred times higher and more narrow! Apparently this is a consequence
of projecting on the exact continuum states. The wrong continuum states give rise to
a considerable broadening of the peaks. It is a remarkable feature that such a clean

multiphoton picture is provided by a model with a purely classical radiation field.
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Fig.2. Spectrum for w0/w 3.5 and // 0.0511 at t 30/2ttu;. The energy Ek k2

is in units hui. The dotted lines give the positions nu> — Up after ponderomotive shift.

The positions of the peaks varies with the field strength p. The peaks are shifted down
from the multiphoton energies nu by the ponderomotive energy Up f.t2/2u>2, apart from
the threshold peak at E 0 (fig.3). The classical explanation of this is that the ionized
photoelectron has to have the quiver energy Up in addition to the absorbed photonic
energy nw. Hence the energy left in the ,5-atom is nio — Up [10]. The true quantum
mechanical explanation is provided by a semiclassical theory of the model [11]. In the
path-integral language there is interference between the contribution of the bound electron
and the ionization paths. The latter are complex non-classical paths which describe the
time-dependent tunelling [11].
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Fig.3. Ponderomotive shifts p2/2lo2 of the electron spectra for three values of the
field strength (other parameters as in Fig.2).
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3 The Three-Dimensional Delta Function Atom

The three-dimensional Schrödinger equation of an electron moving in a time-dependent
electric field E(t), which is constant in space,

i—ip(t,x) (-AAÊ(t)-x)il>(t,x), h 2m l, (3.1)

is again solved by the Volkov propagator (2.13). The only difference is that b(t) (2.14) and

c\t) (2.15) are now three-vectors. If, in addition, the electron feels a binding potential V(x),
the corresponding Schrödinger equation can again be converted into an inhomogeneous
linear integral equation by means of the Duhamel principle:

I

6 =Uo(t,Q)ip0 -i fu0(t,r)VipTdr. (3.2)

o

Let us introduce the quantities

e'a«VS(">,(.r) tpt(ï) (3.3)

f,a(.)e,M.)*L,-o(t0)V() exp[-t(g(t)p + rp2)] V;0

ft(x). (3.4)

If V lr(x) is a regular potential, the multiplication operator exp[ifex] commutes with V
and, then, iïT in the integral term of (3.2) goes over into ^r (3.3). However, we are going
to consider the singular 3-dimensional "(5-potential" [12]

V -o{x)—(x- Y x |x|, q const, (3.5)
a ox \ I

that does not have this commuting property, in fact

VT(Z)à=erHr)îVc-'l[T)*

-6{S)
a

-(x-^-ib(T)x (3.6)

If this operates on wave functions which are continuous at x 0, the additional term bx

gives 0 due to the (5-distribution. But we must also consider wave functions with an 1/x
singularity, for example the unique bound state V-'o of

(- A +V)t/>o E0i/>o, (3.7)

which is given by
-47TQ2-

ii>0 N a>0 (3.8)
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E0 -(47TO)2 (3.95)

For N >/2q, ipo(x) is normalized in L2(R3). On such functions the last term in (3.6) is

not well defined, because the limit of x/x for x —> 0 depends on the direction. Consequently,
the presence of the electric field requires a more precise definition of the zero-range potential
(3.5). This subtlety has been overlooked in previous work [4]. We shall postulate that the
limit x —» 0 in V is to be taken along a fixed direction e x/x, thus

(Vr/)(i
1

S(x)
0. ¦(xf) - ib(r) ¦ ex/ (3.10)

In this way the 3-dimensional ^-potential has obtained a directional dependence specified
by the unit vector e. As a consequence, the method of self-adjoint extension for introducing
the point interaction as described in [12] cannot be applied here.

The p-dependent exponentials in (3.4) define the following integral operator in x-space

exp[-z((t-r)/+cT^r).p)]/j(x) Jd3yG(t,;

with a kernel given by

y)f(y),

i \~3/2
G(t. r, x) I 4iti(t — r) I exp

Then (3.2) is equivalent, to

4(t [x-c(t,r)j

(3.11)

(3.12)

tpt(x) ft(x) - l- j drG(t, r,x)F(r), (3.13)

ith

F(t) — (y^>,)-ib(t) -eytpt
y-o

(3.14)

To get a closed equation for F(t) (3.14). we multiply (3.13) by x, then operate with
[d/dx — ibe] according to (3.14) and let x —» 0. This gives F(t) on the left hand side.
The first term /, on the right side goes over into a function u(t) that is calculated in the
appendix. The integral must be treated with great care.

To see the singular behaviour in

F\(t.T j d_T_

J V^\ 3/2 F(r)exp
4(t -(x-c(,r)y (3.15)

we use the substitution

(3.16)
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yielding

Fi(t,:
US

1 f dz

x J 1ÂÏ2 F(t - zx2 exp — ix - c(t,t - zx2))
4x2z

(3.17)

After multiplication by x, the integral, say F2 can be differentiated with respect to x under
the integral and in the upper limit of integration. In the limit x —> 0 the following terms
survive

hm • 3 -—pF(0)exp
?—o dx sft 4t

c\t) f dr
J sf^~r exp 4(t-r ¦c\t,r)

x\2F'(r)+l-—_{-^(c(t,r)2+4(t-T)b(r)-c(Lr)) (3.18)

It is convenient to transform the term with derivative F'(r) by partial integration in the
form

/vê^<(rWexp
4(t

¦c(t,: -1 (3.19)

Then we get
dFAt.x)

Î-.0 di VtF{0)+

+
f dr

J (t-T)»/a F(r){exp 4(t-r)
%t,T)

t

''Y2 l 7t=rF'^ (320)

where all integrals separately converge at t r.
Next we turn to the directional term ~ 6 • e. We subtract and add an exponential

under the integral (3.15). The integral

r ds

J s^2 exp
i

4s (x-cV exp
1 -2

X
4s

F(t t-T S

remains finite in the limit x —? 0, so that, after multiplication by bx, it gives no contribution
for x —? 0. There is left the integral

F3(t •*> /^ F(t — s)exp xß
4s'

OO

f dz / x2\
(3.21)

x2/4t
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with the 1/x singularity again. Here we expand F around F(t). Since the correction term
vanishes for x —» 0. we obtain in this limit

F3(t,x) - -xF(t) j ~e" ^F(r)exp[^] (3.22)

After multiplication by b(t) ¦ x, this leads to the directional term ~ 6 ¦ x/x be. We take
this term on the left side of the resulting integro-differential equation

F(t)(l - -L-b(t)e)=u(t) +
F(°) -V 47TO I 4ltOfJlttt

—1= / Trr F(r)< exp reti,
xy/ïi J (t-rf/'2 y >\ ' [4(t-r) V

o

1 f dr
4tra\/iw J \ft — r

rf

F'(r). (3.23)

The linear integro-differential equation (3.23) can be solved for F(t) and this then
gives the wave function of the electron according to (3.14). However, eq.(3.23) is inconvenient,

because the last term involving the derivative F' complicates the functional analytic
discussion of the equation as well as the actual numerical computation. Indeed, it is a

general rule for accurate numerical codes that differentiation must be avoided.

To fulfill this rule we modify eq.(3.23) by a method known from the theory of Abel's
integral equations. We multiply (3.23) by 1/'\Jx — t and integrate in t from 0 to x. This
allows to modify the last term by interchanging the order of integrations

drF[T) [drF>(T] j /
dt

y/{x-t)(t-T) J J ^(x-t)(t-r)
X

it [dTF'(r) Tt{F(x)-F(0)]. (3.24)

Hence, the derivative is gone. In the integral with F(r) we also change the order of
integration. Then we get

J '" ¦l-—Ut)e)F(t/x -t\ 4na
y '

/ u(<)
J y/x-t

dt

+
F(x)

4avnr 87ra

I X

l-= ['drF(r) [dr
t\/nt J J

K(t,r)
y/(x - t)(t - r)'

(3.25)
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where

K(t,r) —— -Jexp 4(r-r ¦c\t,- 1}. (3.26)

This is again a weakly singular Volterra integral equation which can be discussed and solved

by the standard methods. The kernel in the last integral is slightly more complicated than
before, this is the price for the simpler structure of the equation. It has recently been

proven by Guidotti and Hieber [13] that the integral equation (3.25) has a unique global
continuous solution. Numerical calculations are in progress.

Appendix

The inhomogeneous term u(t) in (3.23) comes from

u(t)=^-(xft(x))\ (A.l)
ite V / 11=0

where ft(x) is given by (3.4). The latter quantity is best calculated by Fourier transformation

f'{*} Wf /** ^fA^™p[-i(cV)ï+k2)

N 1

;At(x), (A.2)
lit \x — c(t)\

with
+ 00

AAx) I dk
'

„ exp \-itk2 + ik\x - cil. (A.3)
J ct1 + k1 L J

The last integral can be carried out by contour integration

•JTto

At(x)=1rxp[li\x-c]2} j *(_i_. + Ji_)e-\ (A4)

Here

-Atte

qi 2
_v^l£—5*11 ± iy/üa (A.5)

2y/i

are the poles in the complex s-plane which lie outside the contour of integration. The last
integral (A.4) leads to the complex error function w(q) (2.24) again, so that we finally get

u(0 2î^)îH92)_u;(_Çi)]exp[à|a:i)|2]- (A6)
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